Uptown City Hears Gates

John Gates, former editor of the Daily Worker, addressed a student group at the Finley Student Center Wednesday.

Gates reiterated his view that the Communist Party, for all its practical purposes, had ceased to exist. However, he said that he had still had no faith in capitalism.

He contended that a Socialist movement was needed in the United States and declared that there is a "base right now for a radical movement in this country."

Gates had been previously barred from speaking at the municipal colleges because he had been convicted under the Smith Act. However, after he had re-signed from the Communist Party the Administrative Council of the Board of Higher Education decided that he could speak. Gates was invited to give his address by Observation Post, an uptown student newspaper.

Faculty Group Announces New Math, Eco Courses

The Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum has recommended the addition of new courses in the Economics, Management and Mathematics Departments. Economics 280, Public Direction, will apply elements of governmental theory, conservation and the planning of regional development. Economics 29, Mathematical Economics, deals with the application of the techniques of modern mathematical economics.

Management 402, Industrial Packaging, discusses packaging for the shipment of goods by various carriers with relation to costs and protection.

Mathematics 180, Mathematics and Computers, will apply elementary mathematics to the development of computing devices. It will be three credits.

Concert Set for Friday

The first in a series of chamber music concerts sponsored by The City College String Quartet was presented Wednesday at the City College Music Center. Fritz Jahoda will accompany the group on the piano.

"It is not easy being side-lined and a spectator at the past few City College basketball games," remarked Holman in an interview with THE TICKER, "so I am looking forward with eagerness to next year's basketball season."

On his return to the College this term, Holman stated that he was "definitely looking forward" to returning to his coaching post. However, official announcement was withheld until last week.

Many observers had expected that the basketball coach would return after his seventeen month absence. He spent the sabbatical working for the U.S. Department of Defense at a basketball coach in Japan.

Holman to Return As CCNY Coach

Nat Holman, after a seventeen month leave as CCNY basketball coach, will return to that post next season, it was announced Wednesday by Dr. Hyman Krakower, chairman of the Hygiene Department. The announcement confirmed widespread speculation that "Mr. Basketball" would be back as hoop mentor next year.

He added that Dave Polansky, this season's coach, would "presumably" head the freshman team next year. "It was clearly understood before Holman took his sabbatical that he would retain his position as coach," Professor Krakower noted.
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Call Austin ‘Victim of McCarthyism’

By Dominick Cucinotta

The Board of Higher Education was sharply attacked in a national magazine for convicting Dr. Warren B. Austin on evidence that could have provided "the "dialogue" for a "drama on the theme of a political witch hunt."

The article, which appeared in "The Nation," attempted to show that Austin was dismissed because他 was a routine, quiet sort of professor of Military Science and was "dissatisfied" with the ROTC program. More of all second-lieuten- nants required to register at the end of his class term next week.

The members of the Faculty String Quartet are: Felix Galli, first violist, Michael Thoman, second violist, Jack Shapi- ro, violist, and Otto Derl, cellist. Fritz Jaboda will accompany the group on the piano.

Tickets for the Chamber Concert may be obtained free of charge in 221.
Letters

The Other Side

By Stewart Kampschein

It's a simple thing; an agreement was very voluntary and very sudden. Today, it is virtually unlawful.

To some people, it's a new law and one that will be enforced with the same vigor and neglect as others. To others, it is unacceptable and possibly a form of Marxism. To many students, it is just another way of life, another sort of being. But, in certain individuals, it is a step to the unification of the nation. Why? Because it was the only way to support the government in the strike.
Polansky Bids ‘5’ Goodbye; Stars to Return Next Year

By Larry Seemen

Although one couldn’t tell by his warm smile, it was obvious that Dave Polansky was finding it exceedingly hard to say farewell to the Beaver five after it suffered a 61-59 defeat at the hands of New York University.

Polansky has taken the helm during Nat Holman’s two year absence and has earned the admiration of his players and critics alike. Despite the eight point loss to the Violets, Polansky was pleased with his team’s efforts.

In the dressing room, the coach remarked, “The boys’ spirit and desire made this a very entertaining team to me.” Asked if he would return to his former post as freshmen mentor, Polansky replied, “If they assign me.”

When Holman takes command next season, he will have at his disposal most of last year’s squad. Joe Bennardo and Bob Silver are the only graduating starters. Silver, a forward and co-captain of this year’s team, proved to be a bulkly under the boards.

The loss of Bennardo, a sparkplug with a deadly two-hander, could prove to be a disastrous one. Holman’s main problem will be that of finding a replacement for Bennardo, who directed the Beaver floor attack.

On the brighter side is the return of four of this season’s top scorers. These four, Joel Asher, Hector Lewis, Delatorre, and Marty Grovenman, can be expected to contribute to next season’s success.

Lewis, who led the team in scoring, should be one of the outstanding returnees. These four, Joel Asher, Hector Lewis, Delatorre, and Marty Grovenman, can be expected to contribute to next season’s success.

The top rebounder for the Lavender during the past season was Baruchian Bob Silver with a total of 252 rebounds. The only other man on the squad to obtain more than 100 rebounds during the season was Joe Asher with 123.

Fencers to End Campaign In EIFA Title Tournament

The College’s fencing team will conclude its 1957-58 season Friday and Saturday afternoons when it competes in the Eastern Intercollegiate Fencing Association Tournament at the Concourse Plaza Hotel.

City fencing coach Edward Lucia is hopeful of winning the sabre matches this season. He is banking his optimism largely on Baruchian Manny Fineberg who was a stalwart for the Lavender during the past season. The two improvement during the past campaign. The hefty 6-4 forward will be relied upon to do a man job under the boards. Baruchian Marty Grovenman, who performed creditably as a sophomore, should also gain a starting berth in the backcourt. Freshmen Baruchians Rudy Rumanich and Herb Brandwein are held as possible varsity material for the coming season.

The 1956-57 version of the College’s basketball team should be able to improve on this season’s record. Although it is still quite early, the indications seem to be that a team that will be able to score at a much faster pace than this season’s. While the loss of Bennardo could very possibly put a dent into the Lavender attack, there seems to be sufficient material on hand for a good defense. The rebounding department should also be manned adequately next season despite the loss of Silver.

Scoring statistics on the 1957-58 basketball season have revealed that Hector Lewis was the Lavender’s top scorer during the recently concluded season. The 6-6 junior from the British West Indies topped the Beaver official with a total of 232 points for a 14.8 average per game. Lewis was also second in total rebounds with 191.

The top rebounder for the Lavender during the past season was Baruchian Bob Silver with a total of 193 rebounds. The only other man on the squad to obtain more than 100 rebounds during the season was Joe Asher with 123.

The Carnival of Chance, IMB’s version of the Decathlon, will be held March 27 and April 3. The events will be held in Hansen Hall and East River Park.